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Abstract
Visual surveillance systems intend to extract meaning
from a scene. Two initial steps for this extraction are the
detection and tracking of objects followed by the classification of these objects. Often times these are viewed as separate problems where each is solved by an individual module. These tasks should not be done individually because
they can help one another. This paper demonstrates the
benefit gained both in tracking and classification through
the communication between these individual modules. This
is shown on a real-time system monitoring highway traffic. The system retrieves online video at 10 frames/sec and
conducts tracking and classification simultaneously. Results show an improvement from 74% to 88% accuracy in
classification results.

Figure 1. Standard output frame from the
system. Text accompanying each detection
gives the detection number d, track number
t, classification (detection, track), and velocity {d# t# c# # v#}.

1. Introduction
Video surveillance has prompted a wide variety of research with tracking being one of the foremost [7]. Accurate tracking is possible even through many difficult situations such as changing lighting conditions, occlusion, or
adverse weather conditions. There is also the object recognition camp that seeks to determine the identity of an object
visually [1]. Usually these are seen as two different problems. In a scene where the objects of interest are in motion
they are in fact complementary tasks [9].
Tracking and classification should both be implemented
in a visual surveillance system because they are inherently
linked in many higher level analyses. Accurate vehicle classification can be used for structural health monitoring [4],
environmental studies on impacts from emissions [3], and
road management and traffic planning. In a more general
setting, tracking with classification can be particularly useful for re-identification [8] of vehicles through larger video
networks with non-overlapping views or without time syn-
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chronization. Classification can also be used to provide context to systems that learn normal and abnormal behavior
patterns [6]. (In a highway application one expects large
trucks to travel in the slower lanes).
This paper demonstrates the benefit gained both in tracking and classification results through the communication
between the individual modules. This is demonstrated with
a real-time system monitoring highway traffic. The system
retrieves online video at 10 frames/sec and conducts tracking and classification simultaneously. Results show an improvement from 74% to 88% accuracy in classification results.

2. System Overview
The system presented in this paper is a general tracking
system to be used as a utility for lab experiments. The goal
was to develop tracking and classification software that can
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Figure 2. System block diagram with interconnects between classification and tracking.

be used as a front end for higher level analyses. The experimental test bed consists of 10 cameras situated around
campus, offering a wide variety of scenes from highway
to foot traffic. Video is streamed via the internet using
Axis video servers at 10 frames a second. This software
can be run in real-time for long periods of time (data for
this paper was collected over 24 hours) collecting data and
statistics that can be stored for future investigation [2]. A
block diagram, with four main blocks, the Object Detection, Detection Classification, Tracking, and Track Classification modules, for this system is in Fig. 2. The Object Detection module locates potential object pixels by constructing a background model and performing background subtraction. The Detection Classification module takes measurements on connected component object blobs to classify
the object type. The Tracking module tracks blobs using
a Kalman filter and the object measurements. Finally, the
Track Classification module uses the tracking information
to refine the object class estimation from the Detection Classification block. A typical output frame from this system is
shown Fig. 1. The labels above each vehicle are of the
form {d# t# c# # v#} with d being the detection number, t
the track number, c the classification (detection class, track
class), and finally a rough velocity in mph.

3. Object Detection
The Object Detection module quickly determines foreground pixels by using an adaptive background subtraction
scheme. The background model is composed of two parameters µ, a time averaged background image of the scene, and
σ, a measure of the variability in the scene. The background
model is adaptively updated as each new video frame is received by computing a running average where the contribution of the newest frame, It , is controlled by the parameter
α ∈ [0, 1],
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= (1 − α)µt−1 + αIt ,
2
= (1 − α)σt−1
+ α(It − µt )2 .

(1)
(2)

The foreground pixels are extracted by background subtraction and thresholding, where the threshold is determined by
the past deviations of a pixel (σ0 is a small constant to suppress noise),
If oreground = (It − µt ) > T (σn + σ0 ).

(3)

The foreground is further processed to fill in any holes with
morphological operations. Each blob is then labeled by connected component analysis generating a unique identifier
for further processing.

4. Detection Classification
The Detection Classification module takes measurements of each foreground blob. The measurements are
intended to characterize an object by providing a unique
signature of any potential scene object. The measurement vector used here is composed of 17 simple blob features {area, breadth, compactness, elongation, perimeter,
convex hull perimeter, length, long and short axis of fitted ellipse, roughness, centroid, 5 image moments}, x =
[m0 , . . . , m16 ]T . The object class is determined by transforming x and comparing the transformed vector with a set
of training examples. The classifier is trained by collecting
measurement samples and performing linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) [5] to project the data onto a lower dimensional space better suited for classification. The objects are
then compared in this projection space using a weighted K
nearest neighbor (wkNN) classifier. The training set is chosen to have the same number of examples of each class to
maintain comparison fairness. The training set is made up
of prototype measurement vectors learned by clustering using fuzzy c means (FCM). The details of the classification
scheme are given in the following sections.

4.1. LDA
Classification is performed in a lower dimensional space
constructed using linear discriminant analysis. LDA designs a space by transforming the features in a training
set to maximize the distance between classes. Let Dc =
{x1 , . . . , xNc } be a set of Nc training vectors for class c,
PNc
xi . The full
each of dimension d, with mean µc = N1c i=1
training set, D = {D1 , . . . , DC }, is composed of the trainPN
1
ing samples from
P all classes and has mean µ = N i=1 xi ,
where N = c Nc . The LDA projection is found by the

maximization problem
PLDA = argmax
w

|wT SB w|
,
|wT SW w|

(4)

where SB is the between class scatter matrix and SW is the
within class scatter matrix, given by

Fairness is introduced to the wkNN classifier by normalizing each class to have the same number of training samples
(Np ). These prototype training vectors are learned using
Fuzzy C Means [11] to iteratively minimize the loss function
Q=

SB

=

C
X

Np Nc
X
X

2
um
ik k xk − vi k .

(10)

i=1 k=1

Ni (µi − µ)(µi − µ)T ,

(5)

With membership constraint

i=1

SW

=

C
X
X

(xk − µi )(xk − µi )T .

Np
X

(6)

i=1 xk ∈DC

The solution to this maximization leads to the generalized
eigen problem SB w = λSW w. The top M eigenvectors are
retained to obtain the LDA projection matrix,
xLDA = PLDA x = [w1 , ..., wi , ..., wM ]x

(7)

The detection measurements are transformed by projecting
them onto the LDA space using PLDA where classification
can occur using weighted K nearest neighbors.

PNc

4.2. wkNN

=

k=1

PNc

um
ik xk

k=1

The wkNN rule [10] is a modification of the nearest
neighbor (NN) classifier. The advantage of wkNN is that
each sample is assigned to every class while NN only gives
a binary indication of class membership. This class weight
is a soft membership to each class, which builds robustness
to noise and outliers. The weight for class c , wc , is determined by adding the similarity of the K closest training
samples with label c. The similarity is defined as the inverse of the Euclidean distance between vectors. The label
of an individual detection, LD , is the class that has highest
weight,

wc

=

i=1

1
,
k xi − xtest k

(8)

xi ∈Dc

LD

=

(11)

xk is a test point, vi a cluster prototype, uik ∈ [0, 1] is the
membership of sample k to prototype i, and m > 1 is a
fuzzification factor. This problem is solved by minimizing
the objective function (10) subject to the constraint (11) by
using the method of Lagrange multipliers. The minimization leads to the following updates for the prototype vectors
vi and membership uik ,

vi

K
X

uik = 1.

i=1

argmax wc .

(9)

c

4.3. FCM
Using a NN derivative makes classification inherently
dependent on the training set. The training set must be diverse enough to capture all desired classes and contain ample variability to distinguish between these classes. When
collecting samples, the training set will be biased toward the
most often occurring class. (The number of sedans far exceeds the number of semi trucks in highway surveillance).
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(13)

The prototype vectors are used as the training set for wkNN.
(The training set can be adapted to new samples by using the
membership score, vj = uij xi + (1 − uij )vj , but this has
not been implemented).

5. Tracking
The Tracking module is based on the centroid of detected
blobs. The centroid of each blob is tracked using a constant velocity model Kalman filter. The state of the filter
is the centroid location and velocity, s = [cx , cy , vx , vy ]T ,
and the measurement is an estimate of this entire state,
y = ŝ = [cˆx , cˆy , vˆx , vˆy ]T . The data association problem
between multiple blobs is solved by comparison of the predicted centroid location with the centroids of the detections
in the current. The blob with centroid closest to the predicted location is chosen as a match for the track. In addition to the Kalman filter, each track maintains a history
of the measurements of detections belonging to the track.
When a new detection is associated to a track, the track history is updated
detection
xtrack
= (1 − α)xtrack
.
t
t−1 + αxt

(14)

Class
%

0-Sedan
81.7

1-Truck
76.2

2-SUV
63.3

3-Semi
62.5

4-Van
62.2

5-TSV
62.2

6-MT
100

Total
74.4

Table 1. Detection classification accuracy results
Class
%

0-Sedan
94.3

1-Truck
87.5

2-SUV
75.0

3-Semi
100

4-Van
90.5

5-TSV
0

6-MT
85.71

Total
88.4

Table 2. Tracking classification accuracy results
has not had the time to initialize a velocity before it tracking
makes the mistake of linking the wrong vehicle. This incorrect linking actually occurs twice in the last 2 frames as the
middle car gets associated with the track actually belonging
to the bottom sedan.
(a) Frame 4: Two vehicles merged from background detection.

(b) Frame 5: Two new tracks are instantiated because the
track measurement constraint was violated.

(a) Track 40: Van misclassified as SUV (2) by Detection
Classifier but correctly labeled by Track Classifier as Van
(4)

Figure 3. Example of track measurement consistency constraint. 3(a) and 3(b) show a
track being split.

Similar to the background update, α ∈ [0, 1], but now controls how similar measurements from successive detections
must be along the track. Larger α is used when objects have
larger variability along a track. The track measurement history is used to enforce consistency between a potential detection and track. In addition to being in the predicted location, a matched object must also have similar measurements
(Smeas > TS ). The similarity between a track and a test detection is defined as
Smeas = [(xtrack − xtest )T Σ−1 (xtrack − xtest )]−1 , (15)
where Σ is a diagonal matrix with entries equal the the variance of the particular measurement learned during training.
Fig. 3 shows a track correctly being split into 2 new tracks
because the measurement constraint was violated. Even
with the measurement constraint there are still cases when
difficult to disambiguate tracks as seen in Fig. 5. When the
merged sedans are split into 3 new tracks the Kalman filter
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(b) Track 58: SUV misclassified as Van (4) by Detection Classifier but correctly labeled by Track Classifier as
SUV (2)

Figure 4. Examples of track classification
correcting for misclassified detection.

6. Track Classification
Tracking gives a record of an object while in the camera
field of view. Each time instant along a track is an example
of the object, giving us T examples over the course of a
track (T does not have to be the end of a track). Given these
T samples, the Track Classification module generates the
object class by maximum likelihood estimation.

Figure 5. Difficulties tracking even with measurement constraints. After the split all three of the
vehicles appear quite similar confusing the track correspondences and causing multiple track splits.

LT

=

argmax
c

=

argmax
c

T
X

ln p(xt |c)

(16)

wc
ln P
.
c wc
t=1

(17)

t=1
T
X

The likelihood p(xt |c) of class c is approximated by normalizing (8) to be a valid probability. The track class is
refined each frame as the track is updated. The track label takes into account all the evidence throughout the entire
track to make a decision on class type rather than a single
frame measurement that could potentially be corrupted by
many sorts of noise. The final track label is the class assigned last before the track ends. Fig. 4 gives examples of
the track classifier overcoming incorrect detection classification results. In Fig. 4(a) the Detection Classification is
2 (SUV) but the Track Classification is 4 (Van). Fig. 4(b)
is the opposite case where the detection label is incorrect
(4 - Van) but the tracking label maintains the true vehicle
identity (2 - SUV).

7. Results
The proposed tracking + classification system was run
for 24 hours to test the improvements of track based classification. The video stream analyzed was a highway scene
streamed over the internet and processed between 10-15
frames/sec with 352x240 resolution. Since this system is
able to run for long periods of time it is not feasible to store
all the video results. Instead 5 minute output clips were
saved every hour for evaluation. The training data consisted
of 1700 vehicles divided into 7 classes. The 7 different vehicle classes were 0 - Sedan, 1 - Truck, 2 - SUV, 3 - Semi, 4
- Van, 5 - Trucks+SUV+Van (TSV), and 6 - Moving Trucks
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(MT). The LDA projection was found by retaining the top
M = 5 eigenvectors of 7. Using FCM, 1043 training prototypes were generated (149 for each class). All classification
results were then computed using wkNN with K = 5 with
respect to these prototypes. Tables 1 and 2 give the classification accuracy after hand labeling the true vehicle classes
for two of the videos. The lower rates seen in the Detection Classifier is because of the similarity between vehicle
classes. Vans and SUVs are quite similar as well as the
Semi and Moving Trucks. Note that none of the TSV vehicles were properly classified after tracking. This is because
the TSV class was a wrapper class for Truck, SUV, and Van
because they were previously found to be the most often
confused vehicles [9]. This label was used sparingly for
the rare occurrence of a vehicle that even a human could
not distinguish, making it a class of hard examples. Because of its rarity and strong similarity to 3 other classes
the Track Classifier chose to label all vehicles with a less
general label. The TSV examples were placed into either
one of the Truck, SUV, or Van classes. Even with the difficulties disambiguating classes based on single frame detections the Track Classifier performs quite well with a total
improvement of over 10%. Unfortunately this classifier did
not work well for all times of the day. At night the classifier
was useless because low light conditions produced incomplete detections.

8. Conclusions
Separately, tracking and classification are two important
tasks of any surveillance system. Performing both these operations in conjunction delivers improved performance in
both. This paper demonstrates this improvement through
experiments run on live video. Data was captured and processed in real-time over long periods of time. Analysis of
the system output showed an improvement of 10% over sin-

gle frame classification using a track based classifier as well
as more consistent vehicle tracks.
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